that can build acyclic graphs of varying characteristics is of immense importance. To this end we develop a generator that given a set of distribution criteria over the acyclic graph can produce a stocastic graph having those characteristics. In particular we consider the in-degree distribution, outdegree distribution, the depth distribution, and the path-length distribution (distribution of random walks from source to sink). Our work differs from previous R-MAT based graph generator work in that our's is generic acyclic graph generator and doesn't try model a particular structure. Our generator is parametrized by the distribution fuctions. The generator simply uses these distribution function to guide the structure of the final graph. For the case of R-MAT generators the goal was to produce synthetic graphs that follows the structure of scale-free graphs i.e the distribution is implicit within the generator. In our work the distribution is explicit and is an input parameter for the generator.
A. Collapsing Nature of Acyclic Graphs
The most obvious scheme for generating acyclic acyclic graphs is to start with a tree and add edges between nodes (u, v) if level of u is less then the level of v. The node pair u and v are selected randomly. We argue that such scheme and other schemes that select edge pairs randomly produces degenerate graphs i.e. the depth distribution of the resulting acyclic graph collapses to less or equal to one. Alternatively, with very high probability they yield bipartite graphs irrespective of the initial tree structure and the type of random number generator.
We demonstrate this phenomena for binary trees. Consider a binary tree T with n nodes and n − 1 edges. Let td v denote the tree depth of node v. We follow the convention that root is at level 0. The level is in ascending order along the child/descendent axis. To this tree we add c * (n + ) * n edges for some fixed c and 0 < < 1. Each edge e = (u, v) is directed from the source u to v if td u < td v . Let dd v denote the depth of the graph post-addition random edges and is described as dd v = min{dd u + 1|u is-a parent of v} Claim 1.1: With high probability dd u < tdv 2 c . Proof: Sketch: Peform the generation in c rounds. In each round add n + * n. For large enough , each node v with high probability (w.h.p) is a target node in at least one of the inserted edges. Let e = (u, v) be one of the edges. By definition of depth, this edge bounds the depth of v in the resulting dag i.e. dd v ≤ dd u + 1
. Further, probability that td u < td v −1 is 1/2. This is because number of nodes at depth td v −1 equals total number of nodes with depth less than td v − 1 (by the property of binary tree).
Hence with at least 1/2 probability v has a new parent u whose tree depth is less than td v − 1. Applying the same logic on u implies that there exists u such that (u , u) is an edge and td u < td u − 1. By recurrence, we can claim that every node suffers a decerease in depth by at least 1. This implies that for any node v :
after completion of a round. Applying c rounds of edge insertion we can claim that
Although we have shown the collapsing nature for binary trees the phenomena occurs irrespect of intial shape of the tree.
Since the depth of the tree is log n it follows that if we add merely n log n the entire tree will collapse to a single depth bipartite graphs. Benchmarks based upon such generators would simply test set-membership and set intersections and would not stress any graph centric capabilities of the applications, kernels and algorithms. Many real world acyclic graphs have avg. degree of more than 1. For e.g. arxiv, pubmed, yago, and go-uniprot have average degree of 11.12, 4.45, 6.38, and 4.99 respectively [12] .
An alternative approach for producing acyclic graphs would be modify or post-process existing random generator and R-MAT generator to produce acyclic graphs. It is feasible to do so by finding strongly connected components and reduce a connected component to a single node. Let 
We call D the reduced-DAG of digraph G. However, random generator and R-MAT generator produce graphs that have one large giant component [3] . This phenomena is referred as "six degrees of separation" in social sciences and popular media. Hence the generated acyclic graph would have few nodes irrespective of the size of the original digraph.
In [11] authors presented a linear programming based approach towards generating acyclic graphs. In their approach each node is a variable in the linear programming formulation. Therefore it does not scale to multi-millions node acyclic graphs. On the other hand our approach is designed to scale to very large DAGs. This is because in our method instead of generating a graph that exactly satisfies all the parameter, it performs best effort to find the suitable graph and if not generates a graph that is close to required characteristics.
The algorithm is local and greedy. In each iteration a node is added to the graph and best effort is made to satisfy its in-degree and existing nodes' out-degree requirements.
B. Graph Generators
The simplest graph generator is due to Erdos-Renyi [5] which generates a random graph. Given n,p as number of 1 by definition, a single node is a SCC although not necessarily maximal.
nodes and edge probability respectively, this generator creates a graph with n nodes and (expected) np number of edges. An edge is created by picking two nodes at random and joining them. Erdos showed that even such a simple generator exhibit an interesting phenomena of phase change i.e. there exists a narrow range for p values for which number of connected components drop significantly for very small increment in p. Planar triangulated graphs [9] are another class of random graph generators in which the points are embedded on a Euclidean plane. The delaunay triangulation of the points yields a random graph. As mentioned earlier the R-MAT or Kronecker product based graph generators are the most widely used generators. Our work fills an important gap in this family of generators. Acyclic graphs are important class in many emerging life-sciences disciplines and are steadily growing in size and occurances.
II. APPROACH
We begin with few definitions
A. Notations, Terminologies, and, Definitions
Given a directed graph G = (V (G), E(G)), let n, m denote number of nodes and edges respectively.
A path is a sequence of edges,
. Alternatively, the same path can be represented as a sequence of vertices P = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v t . A path is simple if a node appears at most once in the sequence; else the path has cycles. Graph G is a directed acyclic graph (or DAG) if all paths are simple. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) denote a directed graph. Edge e ∈ E(G) is said to be out-incident on node u and in-incident on node v if e = (u, v). If (u, v) is an edge in the DAG, then u is termed as in-incident neighbor of v and v is the outincident neighbor of u. The number of out-incident and inincident are termed as in-degree and out-degree respectively. Nodes with in-degree zero are termed as root nodes while nodes with out-degree zero are leaf nodes. We call the rest of the nodes as dag nodes. Given a node u let O(u) and I(u) denote its out-and in-degree respectively.
Our generator based upon the topological (or partial) ordering present naturally in acylic graphs. We create s slots where s >> d (the depth of the resulting dag). The n nodes are distributed over these s slot based upon input distribution criteria. This distibution now defines the initial topological ordering of the nodes. Give two nodes n i and n j appearing in slots i and j the generator will guarantee that T (n i ) < T (n j ) if i < j. Nodes at slot 0 form the roots of the dag and nodes at slot s form the leaf. Nodes in other slots can either be root, leaf, or, dag-nodes.
Once we have slotted the nodes we pick nodes starting from the lowest slot and build its out-edges. Let say we are at slot s i and building out-edges for node n i . We select j > i based upon a distribution criteria. From this slot s j , we then randomly choose a node n j . After the addition of edge (n i , n j ) n i has one out-degree satisfied and n j has one in-degree satisfied. In order to satify all the out-degree requirements we repeat this process O(n i ) times. Our implementation guarantees that each iteration picks a unique out-incidence node for n i .
In order to satisfy in-degree requirments of node n j we place I(n j ) copies at its designated slot j. Algorithms 1,2,3 provides the full description of the generator which use following notations. Let X o , X i , X s , and, X d be the fanout, fanin, slot, and, the depth distribution function. Further let x o , x i , x s , and x d be the outcomes from their respective distributions upon a invocation i.e x = X(). Let S i be the list of nodes shelved at slot i. Let P be permutation of numbers from [0 : n] and P [i] denote the i th value from this permutation. Let adj(u) be the adjacencies (out-incident) nodes of u.
Algorithm 3 builds the acyclic graph given the various distribution functions. It calls algorithm shelve nodes which distributes the nodes into shelves based upon the shelving function X s . Each node u is duplicated I(u) times where i is sampled from the in-degree distribution function X i . We randomly permute the nodes in each shelve so every node has equally likely possiblity of being the target node. This ensure that resultin fan-in distribution has the same shape as X i .
Algorithm build out edges builds the edges for a given node u. It first selects a slot based upon X s and then picks a node v to form directed edge e = (P [u], P [v]). The number of outedges incident of node u is sampled from degree distribution X d . In order to build the complete graph the build out edges is called for each node u in ascending order of the depth. x s ←− X s () 3:
for j ∈ [0 : 
B. Choosing Distribution Functions
The choice of distribution function affects the shape and various characteristics of the resulting dag. In fact, some combination of distribution function may not be feasible or may yield degenerate graph. Here we provide distribution for u ∈ S s do 4: build out edges(u, X o , X d )
5:
end for 6: end for functions that lead to non-degenrate graphs whose shapes can be controlled by tuning the parameters of the distribution function. The distribution functions we use are in accordance with those used in other statistical and graph generators.
We consider X i and X o to be gaussian distribution with mean m and variance µ = m/5. Figures 1(a),1(b),1(c),1(d) shows the guassian distribution for this setup with m = 5, 10, 15,and 20. The slot distribution is set as discrete geometric distribution with parameter p i.e P r(X = k) = (1 − p) k−1 p. The depth distribution is a scale free distribution and is parametrized by scale γ i.e P r(k) ≈ ck γ . Figure 1 (e) and 1(f) show the frequency distribution resulting from the geometric and scale-free distribution for p = 0.001 and γ = 0.04 respectively.
Our scale free distribution is the same as those used in R-MAT graph generator. The difference is that in R-MAT this distribution is used as joint-probability distribution to pick both the source and the destination. Here we use this distribution for a fixed source to arrive at the slot of target node. We then choose the target randomly from the set of all nodes present at the target slot.
For current experiment study we fixed p = 0.001 for discrete geometric function and γ = .02 for scale-free distribution. We found that lower values leads to degenerate acyclic graphs and higher value have little influence on resulting depth distribution. The in-and out-degree distribution is orthagonal to slot X s and depth X d distribution.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used our proposed generator and choice of distribution function generate large acyclic graphs and study its various characterstiscs. We validate our model across following three criteria:
• Ability to produce non-degenerate graphs as we scale the number of nodes and edges.
• The shape of the in-and out-degree frequency distribution of the resulting graph • Shape of the path length distribution as described below. a) Path Length Frequency Distribution:: We characterize acyclic graphs based upon the frequency distribution of the length of random walks starting from roots to the destination. This distribution characterizes the "richness" in the resulting structure. This attribute of acyclic graph becomes important since the depth parameter does not reveal the degree of irregularity. Two acyclic graphs with same depth value can have very different random path length frequency distribution. We can illustrate this by constructing a dag D = (V, E) where nodes in V can be partitioned into V 1 , V 2 , . . . V t and edges into E 1 , E 2 , . . . E t−1 sets s.t. an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E i be such that u ∈ V i and v ∈ V i+1 . This graph is a dag with roots as V 1 and leafs as V t . It can be visualized as t bi-partite graphs stacked over each other. The depth of the graph is t. However path lenght frequency distribution contains only a singleton value t i.e every path in D has length t. Such a graph will not be very meaningful for benchmarking and characterization even though it may satisfy other acyclic graph properties. We generated graphs with 2 23 nodes. The number of edges is controlled by the X i and X o which are parametrized by m (meandegree = m and variance = m/5). We studied generated graphs by varying m = 5, 10, 15, 20. length distribution which follows a power law distribution. The steepness of the distribution i.e. the slope of the exponent descreases as we increase m.
IV. CONCLUSION

